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Foreword

Welcome to our latest risk publication covering our thinking on risk appetite.
Its aim is to inform your risk thinking and provide a valuable insight into some of
the techniques that Deloitte1 is seeing employed at leading businesses on this topic.
Applying a pragmatic and workable approach to risk appetite is challenging.
Historically we have seen few organisations really grasp how to deploy a risk appetite
framework that they can sustain and which adds value. Recent experience shows
this is changing and we have seen techniques develop rapidly in the last year.
In this publication we consider the increasing importance of risk appetite to
businesses as part of a comprehensive approach to Enterprise Risk Management.
We intentionally focus away from Financial Services businesses, with their particular
meaning of risk appetite, since they are served by other Deloitte publications.
As we discuss the broader risk topic with businesses we see encouraging attempts
to improve the value of existing risk management functions to help senior leaders
understand how to better protect and enhance the value of the business. The
techniques outlined in this publication can add to the suite of tools that management
and boards use to inform strategic decision-making. Based on direct feedback we see
these techniques facilitating some very important and impactful business discussions.

David Noon
Lead Partner, Risk Advisory
020 7007 3660
dnoon@deloitte.co.uk

We hope that you find this latest insight covering risk appetite useful in your strategic
thinking and look forward to discussing practical approaches to leveraging the
concept of risk appetite in more detail with you.

David Noon
Lead Partner, Risk Advisory
Deloitte LLP

Do you really know where you are most exposed?
Where your business has bitten off more than it can chew?
Or where you’re engaging belt and braces unecessarily?
These are the sorts of questions that a risk appetite
framework will help you answer.

1 
In this publication,
references to Deloitte
are to Deloitte LLP in
the United Kingdom
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Why now?

Businesses take risks to create value; and manage those
risks to protect and enhance value. There is a range
of ‘optimal’ risk taking which supports the right balance
between maximising return, enhancing reputation
and safeguarding assets.
This is especially pertinent given the level of uncertainty
inherent in many of today’s business decisions.
Not knowing what will happen in the fiscal, political,
monetary, regulatory and competitive landscapes,
as well as in their own processes, requires businesses to
consider their exposure to uncertainty in greater detail.
By understanding exposure, big decisions can be made
in a more informed manner.

Businesses continue to develop ever more complex
tools and models to examine the impact of risk on
day-to-day tactical level decision making. Most try
to operate within the ‘sweet spot’ in which return
is maximised. However, forming a top down view
to determine the appropriate level of risk exposure
across the entire business has proven to be far more
challenging. This can be highly subjective and is often
linked to the culture or entrepreneurial spirit embedded
in the heart of the business or the industry it operates
within.
This question of the appropriate level of total risk
exposure across the business is becoming increasingly
important as boards and regulators are questioning:

Risk ‘Sweet Spot

This notion of
optimising exposure
to risk to maximise
return can be applied
in general or to a
specific risk

Expected return

Insufficient
risk taking

Optimal
risk taking

Excessive
risk taking

1

At what level does our exposure to risk exceed
the business risk capacity i.e. resources available
to manage the risk and recover from negative
impacts?

2

What is the optimal level of risk exposure (the
‘sweet spot’) for the business in pursuit of its
strategic goals and objectives?

‘Sweet spot’

Risk Exposure

The question of the appropriate level of total risk exposure
is becoming increasingly important for stakeholders.
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Progress (or lack of) to date

The ability to deploy a risk appetite framework that
is simple and adds value continues to pose a challenge
for many businesses. There remain relatively few
examples where risk appetite has been successfully
embedded into the risk management framework and
made meaningful for management to use.
Businesses are beginning to make some progress
in articulating the risk appetite for principal risks or
categories of risk and are preparing risk appetite
statements for boards to debate and approve.
Feedback from risk leaders suggests that the time and
effort going into agreeing these statements continues
to outweigh the perceived value of the exercise.

This is not altogether surprising as risk appetite
statements are often prepared in isolation with no clear
plan as to how they are to be applied or used in critical
decision-making and in the ongoing tracking and
reporting of the risk profile of the business.
Other feedback collected from risk management
leaders indicates a general inability to progress risk
appetite approaches and a reluctance in putting risk
appetite on the board’s agenda due to the following
reasons:

Risk appetite challenges

• Lack of buy in, sponsorship and ambition for risk appetite usage by board and senior leaders
• Boards failing to ask relevant questions on the business’ risk capacity, risk appetite or current risk exposure
• Less-than-perfect awareness of boards of the true exposure represented by some risks
Sponsorship and tone

• Boards not seeing value in the investment currently being made in risk appetite statements

from the top

• Executive directors hesitating to make statements on their appetite for risk, sometimes with good intentions
• Leaders failing to acknowledge that key aspects of strategy or business operations might be outside of risk appetite
• Limited comfort of legal and PR departments with writing down a formal ‘risk appetite’
• Difficulty in measuring risk capacity or existing exposure
Outputs and application

• Inability of management to respond to findings and messages from a risk appetite process

• Risk functions struggling to demonstrate basic understanding and definitions, let alone articulate the value created from risk appetite
• Few examples of a proven approach to risk appetite (outside of financial services) for risk functions to use in deploying risk appetite across
the business
• Amount of time and investment required in the upfront design, deployment and sustainability of a risk appetite framework
Approach and capability

• Risk appetite perceived as not helping management govern the business
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Why should I do anything?

It is of course perfectly reasonable for management
to make the case that businesses are already
continuously (re)setting the ‘optimal risk’ level at both
a strategic and operational level, as evidenced by
the successful growth of the business and how they
maintain competitive advantage. However, lessons
from the financial crash and a relentless stream of
corporate failures and crises suggest there is room for
improvement and no room for complacency. Businesses
need to bring some structure in determining how much
risk they should be, and are, taking.

Businesses need to bring some structure in
determining how much risk they should be,
and are, taking.
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In order for businesses to understand and define their
guiding principles on this topic, they must consider
their capabilities and approach to risk appetite.
Done well, risk appetite frameworks:

1

Facilitate informed debate about risk between
board members, executive and management –
and better decisions.

2

Provide management with a new level of
understanding of the profile of risk facing the
business and where that could be a significant
problem or competitve advantage.

3

Contribute to the future shape and strategy for
the business, identifying where there is capacity
to take on more risk safely; and where there is
a need to rein in exposure.

4

Highlight courses of action and/or decisions that
could place the business outside an acceptable
level of risk exposure.

5

Allow management to identify and focus on
those risks that present an unacceptable level
of exposure to the business.

Getting started

Clearly, even a bespoke, well-resourced risk
management process that uses the latest techniques
is unlikely to be successful within a business without
widespread support and buy-in across internal
stakeholder groups. Consequently, your risk appetite
approach probably needs to be:

1

Based mainly on existing skills, capabilities and
processes.

2

Able to deliver tangible value relatively quickly.

3

Easy to explain and intuitively helpful as an
approach.

4

Capable of generating easily understandable –
and actionable – outputs and reports.

There is not a one-size-fits-all approach to this
challenge and we have set out some key principles
to follow. This approach will allow organisations to
practically articulate and implement risk appetite into
the management of their business.
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The first steps

In order to turn risk appetite from a theoretical concept
to a useful management tool that supports decisionmaking and resource allocation there are a number
of elements to consider. Below we have laid out the
practical steps we recommend. The first steps are:
Set out the ‘business boundaries’
Just as when you play a game of football in the park,
the first thing to do is set out the boundaries of the
pitch you are playing on. These boundaries will be
a range of limits you do not want your business to
step beyond – some may be financial, others more
operational in nature. Typically the most relevant and
effective time to come up with these boundaries is
when you are setting the strategy for your business.
So, for example, a boundary may be that you do not
want to do anything that would cause you to reduce
your dividend or that would negatively impact your
credit rating; or it may be that whilst your strategy
is to open a range of new factories a boundary is that
these openings will not negatively impact your safety
performance (maybe measured through time lost to
injury); or it may be that you have zero tolerance for
non-compliance with certain HR rules or for selling
to countries in the bottom half of the transparency
tables.
This framework of limits or boundaries will provide
context for decision-making across a range of risks
throughout your business and allow you to monitor
performance.
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Establish the overall ‘capacity’ of the business
In some ways the ultimate ‘organisational boundary’
is the risk capacity of the business – what is the
point where the business is no longer viable? This is
one of the most useful outputs of the Longer term
viability statement (LTVS) for listed businesses; it
allows management to assess current risk exposure
against capacity to see how much headroom there is,
and whether they could or should be doing anything
differently. Capacity will generally be expressed in
financial terms – if we suffer a hit of £X due to risk
events occurring we will no longer be viable as a
business after taking into account mitigations such
as stopping dividend payments, taking up credit lines,
selling assets, squeezing working capital, accessing
debt markets etc.

In some ways the ultimate
‘organisational boundary’
is the risk capacity of the
business – what is the point
where the business is no
longer viable?

Establishing your appetite for risk

Establish the ‘risk appetite’ for each principal risk
identified
Your business has identified its principal risks – the
things that, should they occur, could significantly
destroy value or prevent you from creating value – it
makes sense to work out how much exposure to
each risk you are comfortable with and how much
you are running with. Setting this appetite will allow
the business to make better decisions; allocating
management resource and capacity to those areas
outside of appetite (to bring the risk reward balance
back to optimal) and taking more exposure or reducing
costly capacity in those areas that are simply a long way
from utilising that capacity.
Many businesses start this process by articulating what
behaviours/actions/local boundaries they might expect
to take for different risk appetite positions – from risk
averse to risk tolerant.

For example, for cyber risk say you might decide that
if you were risk averse you would implement control
measures regardless of any adverse operational impact
on the business (for example holding every external
email in quarantine until it can be reviewed), whereas
if you were risk tolerant you might only implement
those measures that were invisible to the business
operationally. Once you have defined the different
positions for each principal risk you can begin the real
fun – trying to get executive Board level agreement
as to where the business currently sits (based on its
current behaviours/actions/local boundaries) and where
your appetite to be is.
Don’t forget that the global ‘business boundaries’
for risk appetite that you have agreed and set for the
whole business should also be considered and adhered
to for each principal risk. So for each principal risk a
combination of global and local boundaries, activities
and behaviours will likely be relevant for defining your
risk appetite for that risk – the exposure you want to have.

Once you have defined the different positions for each
principal risk you can begin the real fun.
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Agreeing your risk appetite position

Clarity on the risk appetite position your business
wants to take; and a view on what risk exposure you
are currently taking for each of your principal risks,
and for the business in total, will drive action. If you
feel your current exposure is about right you will focus
on tracking key risk metrics to monitor whether this
position is being maintained; if you feel you are ‘outside
of appetite’ you will need to develop an action plan
to change things in addition to monitoring key risk
metrics.
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The success or failure of these plans can be tracked
as actions and through the key risk metrics you have
identified. For some principal risks, the agreed position
may be that you are not taking on enough risk; in this
case your action plan will focus on identifying what is
preventing this and looking to either increase exposure
or reduce capacity and free up resource to apply
elsewhere.

Actioning the risk appetite position

Once you have an agreed view on what risk appetite
position for each principal risk you are comfortable with
(and an action plan to get you there if not currently at
an acceptable level) the next step is to identify tangible
data points to monitor in order to facilitate a better,
more informed discussion as to how your business
is currently performing versus the appetite position
you have agreed. These risk metrics will typically be
a combination of both lead (might indicate increased
likelihood of the risk occurring – say a reduction in
planned maintenance spend on machinery) and lag
(say number of failed products from plant A) indicators.
If you have the right risks (i.e. those that really matter to
your business), chances are you will already be tracking
the majority of these metrics, but getting the right lead
indicators can be challenging.
For each metric identified you can then identify trigger
points (i.e. when alarm bells might start ringing and
corrective action should be taken) and absolute limits
(i.e. when urgent escalation and action required). So,
for example, a business might identify staff attrition as
a key risk metric.

They might define the trigger points as an attrition rate
more than 15% or less than 8% and the absolute limits
as an attrition rate of more than 20% or less than 5%.
It is to note that important that when setting these
limits and triggers that your aim is not to suppress
all risk but to operate in the ‘sweet spot;’ (i.e. within
appetite) – often the lower limits/triggers are just as
important at the higher ones.
This will allow you to define, for each risk or situation,
metrics that measure your Capacity (how much risk
you can theoretically take on); Your Appetite (how
much risk you want to take on) and your Exposure
(how much risk you currently have taken on). The
difference between your Capacity and your Appetite is
the measure of your aversion to risk in this area. A risk
averse position is where Appetite is considerably less
than Capacity. In turn, these measurements will guide
your decision making and drive action, as below:

Example appetite activity
Urgent
action

Immediate steps required
to reduce exposure or
expand capacity.

Short-term
action

Appetite either needs to be
expanded or exposure reduced
until within appetite. Capacity
may need to be expanded

Medium-term
action

Exposure could be increased
or capacity should be
reviewed / reduced

No/long-term
action

Minimal action required apart
from active monitoring

Situations

Capacity

Appetite

Exposure
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Monitoring and reporting

Having defined your business boundaries, your
overall risk capacity; and an appetite position, current
exposure and key risk metrics for each principal risk,
you are now ready to monitor these and identify early
where corrective action might be needed.

Example output dashboards

Descriptions by principal risk are one way that risk
appetite can be considered

Inclusion of descriptions of current level of exposure
can provide depth to the monitoring

Graphical descriptions of the location of exposure
compared to appetite and capacity can really facilitate
valuable discussion

Describing current efforts to mitigate and control can
provide clarity on existing efforts

Graphical description of exposure can help to
concentrate discussion on risk appetite
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There are two ‘layers’ of risk reporting you might
consider at the governance level around risk: firstly,
a summary report, showing the overall position,
highlighting metrics that indicate where action may be
required and providing the Board with an overview of
how the business is performing against its risk appetite;
secondly; more detailed reporting on a principal risk
basis that allows a ‘deep dive’ into the risk, really
challenging the current risk exposure and how that
compares to appetite.

Key questions for boards

Increasingly, progressive boards are becoming proactive in asking about appetite. Their questions, which are all eminently
reasonable, are often quite tricky for executives and management to answer if they haven’t spent time thinking about
the concepts we have discussed in this document. In your business, you might like to know the answers to some of these
questions:

1

What is our appetite for risk?

2

Are shareholder returns acceptable considering our risk profile?

3

How much more risk should we be prepared to take to generate higher returns?

4

How close is the business to its overall capacity for risk? How do we know?

5

Do we have different appetite approaches for different types of risk?

6

Are we risk averse? Is this just for some specific risks or for all risks?

7

Which risks could seriously impact the strategy or the business operating model and are we operating within our
appetite for them?

8

How well are those risks being managed and which areas require further improvement?

9

How do we measure the performance of the business in operating within the risk appetite set by the board?

10

How could we be presented risk data in a way that improves our understanding of the risk exposures that we are
running?
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Conclusion

Boards remain on high alert to the threat of
unexpected events, crises and corporate failure and
are increasingly demanding access to better quality
risk data to understand the nature and level of risk the
organisation is exposed to and the organisation’s desire
and capacity to take risk.

Progress in implementing risk appetite has often been
slow and corporate risk management leaders have
struggled to articulate a comprehensive approach and
strategy to risk appetite, failing to dispel (incorrectly
formed) views over the complexity that risk appetite
approaches may place upon the business.

Risk functions are beginning to rise to the challenge of
risk appetite. Having reached a level of maturity in risk
assessment and governance, many are now exploring
how risk appetite may be introduced into the existing
risk framework to:

We have outlined our approach by bringing together
our collective experience and observations of leading
practice in this area whilst remaining cognisant of
the flexibility and practical value that a risk appetite
approach requires if it is to be successfully adopted.

1

Directly link discussions on strategy and
performance to risk appetite and control
maturity.

2

Allow the board to express its judgement over
the appropriate level of risk taking for the
business.

Supported by existing risk and finance teams’
capabilities, and building on recent updated governance
requirements, businesses can look to risk appetite
approaches to improve understanding, return and
business confidence. Within a fully functioning risk
management function, risk appetite stands to be the
next big step for businesses.

Risk appetite stands to be the next big step for businesses.
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Deloitte contacts

To discuss any of the topics and approaches in this document, please get in touch with one of the Deloitte personnel below:

David Noon

Raj Cheema

Lead Partner, Risk Advisory

Director, Risk Advisory

020 7007 3660

020 7007 5860

dnoon@deloitte.co.uk

rcheema@deloitte.co.uk

Tim Archer

Matthew Davy

Partner, Risk Advisory

Senior Manager, Risk Advisory

020 7007 2054

020 7007 0515

tarcher@deloitte.co.uk

madavy@deloitte.co.uk

Hugo Sharp
Partner, Risk Advisory
020 7303 4897
hsharp@deloitte.co.uk

For further information, visit our website at www.deloitte.com
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